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In-Depth Reporting
with Filevine
Your law firm is a business, and your business generates a massive
amount of data. Using that data wisely is essential for achieving
maximum growth and efficiency. But without the right tools, you’ll
never utilize your data to your firm’s full potential.
Filevine Periscope gives you unprecedented access to your data and
enables you to make the best data-backed decisions possible.

Beautifully Simple
Graphs, charts, & more

Powerful

Visualize your firm’s data in the most logical way, be that a bar

Visualization

graph, a pie chart, or just about anything else you can imagine.

Options
Filter Results

Use powerful filters to cut through the noise and get straight to
the data that matters.

Custom Reports

Work with Filevine’s top-notch data analysis team to modify
existing charts or build completely new reports for any purpose.

Robust & Powerful
Make confident decisions

Answer Any

“When should I hire?” “What case types should I prioritize?”

Question

“Which processes are achieving results and where can we
improve?” “What does my current caseload look like?”

Compare Related

Compare and contrast different data-points - like a case’s lifespan,

KPI’s

workload, and settlement amount - to help make informed
decisions.

Monitor Staff

Use Periscope to dive into individual and team workflows to refine

Productivity

processes and patch productivity leaks.

Easy & Secure
Your data, your way

Seamless

Periscope integrates fully with your Filevine system and

Integration

automatically updates your data set with any changes.

Security

Your data is kept in a private instance of Periscope that only you and those you trust - have access to.

Convenience

Seeing your data is easier than ever. Thanks to Periscope’s
cloud-based design, all you need is a web browser.

The Bottom Line
The difference between your practice now and your practice six months from now is a
question of decision-making. If you’re going with your gut instead of relying on critical data
points, you’ll never realize your firm’s full potential. Filevine Periscope gives you unmatched
insight into the day-to-day workings and long-term growth of your practice. Without it, you’re
flying blind, and that’s no way to fly.
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